Procedure for the Disposal and Destruction of Sensitive Data

Introduction

We have a data handling policy because the data is the most important part of a computer system. It’s the most important part of a computer for our customers and it’s the most 1. Introduction

Simply deleting sensitive data is inadequate and must not be undertaken without due thought. This policy provides a detailed description of the processes PAS Ltd take to properly delete data on the common types of media.

1. Overview of Data Media Types

The following table (Table One) is not an exhaustive list of all possible media types, but instead offers a representative sample of the most common forms of media currently in use. These media types also demonstrate the characteristics that determine the appropriate deletion or destruction methods required to assure data is non-retrievable.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Media Type</th>
<th>Data Storage Mechanism</th>
<th>Suggested Removal Methods</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Hard Disk Drives</td>
<td>Non-volatile magnetic</td>
<td>Pattern wiping, Incineration</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CDROM/DVD-R</td>
<td>Write once optical</td>
<td>Abrasion, Incineration</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CD-RW/DVD-RW</td>
<td>Write many optical</td>
<td>Abrasion, Incineration</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Magnetic Tape</td>
<td>Non-volatile magnetic</td>
<td>Degaussing, Incineration</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Flash Disk Drives</td>
<td>Solid state</td>
<td>Pattern wiping, Physical destruction</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Paper Based</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>Shredding, Incineration</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table One: Media and Data Destruction Methods

1.1. Non-Volatile Magnetic: Hard Disk Drives

Hard disk drives are extremely popular and are widely used as the primary storage medium for the majority of desktop PCs and laptops. Physically, they can be extremely small while simultaneously providing large amounts of storage space. The storage medium usually consists of a glass platter with a magnetic substrate. Data remains even after removal of power from the drive.

1.2. Write Once Optical: CDROM and DVD-R

CDROMs and DVD-Rs consist of a plastic platter with an optical substrate applied; a focused laser beam writes the data by ‘burning’ the substrate.

1.3. Write Many Optical: CD-RW and DVD-RW

Although similar to write once media, write many media uses a light sensitive dye to record the data instead. Laser light changes the state of this dye; this allows the rewriting of the media (although data may not be written sequentially). Due to its low financial cost, destruction is the preferred method of disposal.
1.4. Solid-State
Solid-state devices usually consist of integrated circuits embedded in a plastic substrate, such as SD memory cards. Storing sensitive information on this type of media is not advisable because of their small size and corresponding ease of loss.

1.5. Paper Based
Despite the growth of electronic storage, paper based records are still in extensive use. This category may also include other ‘physical’ methods of storage such as microfiche, card and specialist record storage material.

2. Removal of Data

Many of the methods described in the following sections will be applicable to various different media types. We recommend discussing specific removal methods with PAS Ltd in line with the information provided in this guide.

2.1. Classification of Data Removal

There are two major data removal classifications that help determine the methods used as well as the possible costs involved:

2.1.1. Clearing

If the disk drives/media will remain within the same environment, in which they are currently situated (and existing security measures will continue to cover them), the most appropriate removal method is clearing.

As long as particular sections of data need removing and comprehensive data removal from the media is not required, then non-specialist staff or contractors may carry out such clearing.

Typical clearing programs use sequential writes of patterned data, ensuring that data is not easily recovered using standard techniques and programs. The pattern matching should involve at least three writes of data. The following is a typical example:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>1st write</th>
<th>01101100</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2nd write</td>
<td>10010011</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3rd write</td>
<td>00101110</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

This method attempts to mask any previous data with two sets of data that are a mirror of each other, thus ‘blanking’ previous data on the disk. A random set of data is utilised to fill all available space with meaningless information.

To ensure that historical data is thoroughly removed it is advisable to make as many passes as is practicable. The likelihood of total data eradication is proportional to the amount of passes.

2.1.2. Purging

Purging is required when media moves from an existing security zone to a new security zone. This new zone may or may not be more secure than the current security measures in effect.
After removal of media from its current security context there must be sufficient care taken to ensure that data is irretrievable, even if specialised methods are used (e.g. platter scanning or the use of electron microscopes).

Purging involves the use of more sophisticated tools and therefore requires specialist personnel working within a controlled environment. PAS Ltd ask that if purging of the media is required, a minimum of seven passes qualifies as a purging process.

2.2. Data Removal from Live Systems
There are various scenarios in which data may need removing from a system while still in operation, or reuse of the media is required for financial or policy reasons.

In these cases, PAS Ltd make all possible efforts to remove the required data from the target media (while not adversely affecting the performance of live systems or the long-term effectiveness of the media to perform the role required of it). In this case, the most common scenario would be to remove the data from hard disks, or tape backup devices, when a particular application no longer requires it.

2.3. Data Removal for Media Reuse
Often, media such as hard disk drives are reused rather than completely decommissioned. It is the reuse requirement, therefore, that should be the driving force behind the removal methods used (following the guidance above regarding clearing and purging).

In many infrastructure environments, hard disk reuse is common. A particular disk may be reused across many different individual machines or business uses. In this scenario, clearing is a sufficient method of ensuring data is non-recoverable. PAS Ltd keep a log of all clearing processes (for each disk drive) to provide an audit trail that records all the areas that the disk has been in use and, before reuse of the disk in a different area, the verification of data removal.

Best practice instructs that unless there is a compelling business reason to do so, media should not transfer between differing security contexts. If media does require moving between security contexts, purging needs conducting in line with the guidance (above) to ensure that no data is retrievable, using any means. Maintaining a log (including certificates of verification for each individual media device and information regarding the new use of the disk) is extremely useful as it ensures the media is traceable even after it has left its original security context.

2.4. Verification of Data Removal
If local staff have carried out the data removal then the process should be recorded (along with the verification results) and stored with all other relevant documentation.

Tools that attempt to retrieve data from media (which has undergone a data removal process) can be used in verifying that complete data removal has taken place. If any files or fragments of files are evident, then data removal has been unsuccessful. If this is the case, the process is repeated using a greater number of passes or using a different technique altogether.

3. Media Destruction Techniques
Media, which is no longer required (or has passed its effective reuse period), should be passed to a specialist contractor for secure disposal. Many of the techniques described for
the destruction of media can involve dangerous substances or exposure to possibly toxic particulate matter, so often require specially controlled environments.

3.1. **Hard Disk Destruction**

Due to the current costs of storage, large arrays of hard disks are utilised in preference to other backup methods, e.g. tape. This is due to the ease of retrieval and the added resilience of data when mirrored across many drives.

Degaussing is a simple method that permanently destroys all data and disables the drive. Degaussing uses a high-powered magnetic field that permanently destroys data on the platters. It also renders the drive inoperable, requiring manufacturer intervention to replace critical parts.

The recommended specification for data destruction is the SEAP 8500 Type II standard used for classified government material. Equipment that complies with this standard assures complete data destruction.

Degaussing is generally safer than physical destruction and (assuming the contractors use the appropriate techniques) the destruction of data is total and permanent.

The most permanent method is the complete physical destruction of the drive and its platters. Due to the component makeup of disk drives, only a specialist company (in a secured and environmentally isolated location) can carry this out. All casing materials need removing, and the disk platters sanding, to ensure the removal of all magnetic material, prior to the destruction of the platter itself.

3.2. **CD-ROM and DVD Destruction**

The construction of plastic media such as CDs makes them particularly vulnerable to damage if handled roughly. Most CDs and DVDs are simply a plastic base with a laser sensitive substrate applied to one side.

Achieving permanent destruction removing this substrate with a machine such as a belt sander may release toxic particulate matter into the atmosphere. It is therefore necessary for professional destruction companies to undertake this type of destruction.

Breaking the plastic base into small fragments, and disposing of the remains as normal waste, is suitable for non-sensitive data. Some paper shredding machines now support destruction of CDs in this manner; PAS Ltd follow the manufacturer’s instructions carefully to ensure proper destruction and personal safety.

3.3. **Solid-State Devices**

Solid-state devices normally consist of Flash USB drives or memory storage cards for PDAs and other handheld devices. Due to the compact nature of their internal makeup, the complete physical destruction of the device is required to ensure that any recovery of data is impossible.

Incineration will melt both the plastic casing and the internal circuitry of small components such as SD cards. This ensures that it is not possible to reuse any aspect of the internal storage mechanism.

Devices such as USB thumb drives should be physically destroyed using brute force methods. As long as appropriate safety methods are in use, non-specialist staff can destroy these devices. The outer casing requires removal and the internal circuitry needs breaking into tiny fragments (including any integrated circuit chips).
If the device has previously contained sensitive data destruction should be carried out by
specialist services and certificates obtained.

3.4.    Magnetic Tape Backup
The most effective method for the destruction of magnetic tape is the disintegration or
shredding of the tape media. Physical destruction should take place after the tape is
appropriately degaussed.

3.5.    Paper Based
Traditionally, paper based disposal has consisted of simple vertical shredding. However, this
method is not suitable for confidential or restricted information.

Use the confidential bins provided for the disposal of paper. A certificate of destruction is
provided for this paper disposal.

3.6.    Data Removal and Destruction Management
It is important to maintain an effective method of managing the process of data destruction.
This ensures that all media requiring cleaning or destruction is correctly organised and
properly audited.

4.    Media Log
Use of inventory tracking software may be helpful in limiting the administration overhead in
larger organisations. Tracking of hard disk serial numbers should be used a bare minimum
for individual component tracking.

The log should also contain a section for destruction or removal certificates; these provide
evidence guaranteeing the destruction or sanitisation of the media and the date on which
the destruction occurred.